
  

 

Verimi and WebID: a strategic partnership for a growing digital iden-
tity ecosystem 
 

• WebID expands its platform services with the Verimi Wallet, the secure 
digital wallet for personal identity data 

• Verimi users will be able to identify themselves with the Verimi Wallet at 
participating WebID partners 

• WebID partners can offer their customers the storage of personal identity 
data in the Verimi wallet 

 
Berlin, 16th September 2021 

Verimi and WebID have entered a strategic partnership to expand the digital identity 
ecosystem Global Trust Technology Platform GTTP. WebID now also offers the Verimi 
Wallet as a method for verifying customers' identities via its international platform. 

More than 300 WebID partner companies are thus given the opportunity to offer their 
customers the use of the identity data deposited with Verimi as a digital ID card. End 
customers who have not yet deposited their data with Verimi, can also be offered to 
store their ID data, which has just been verified by WebID, in the Verimi Wallet. In this 
case, WebID integrates a "Save to Verimi" option into the identification process using 
the established WebID-Ident methods (WebID Video Ident, WebID Account Ident, 
WebID eID Ident and WebID AI Ident). 

"The Verimi Wallet is an excellent addition to our own comprehensive identification so-
lutions and the numerous third-party services on our platform," Frank S. Jorga, founder 
and CEO of WebID, explains. "We are excited to offer our partners a sophisticated ID 
wallet as a new building block for an optimized digital customer experience, while tak-
ing another step in our consistent platform strategy." 

Platform customers can quickly make use of the advantages of the  new partnership , 
as Verimi will be usable within the framework of the existing technical connections. 
New connections are made via the existing central interface at WebID. For end cus-
tomers, the Verimi Wallet serves as a digital wallet for convenient use with all con-
nected partners from various industries. 

"The strategic partnership with WebID leads to many new acceptance partners and 
many new use cases for Verimi users" Roland Adrian, CEO of Verimi, says. " Building 
reach is critical for using the full potential of digital identities- together with WebID, we 
are taking an important step." 

  



  

 

About Verimi:  
 
Verimi is a solution provider for identity verification and secure authentication of cus-
tomers. The end customer does an ID check and stores their digitally verified data in 
their own digital wallet, the Verimi Wallet. This enables users to log into the partner ac-
counts, identify themselves digitally, sign contracts digitally or pay digitally at any time, 
simply and securely. Partner companies integrate Verimi in just a few steps and thus 
improve the digital customer experience with maximum process efficiencies. 
For the identity verification, Verimi uses all common methods, e.g. eID, bank, photo, 
video and on-site ident. Verimi applies particularly high security and data protection 
standards with data processing in Europe, integrating the secure local storage of the 
personal smartphone. The Verimi platform and two-factor authentication have been 
successfully checked by the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) at 
the trust level substantial. As a regulated payment institution, Verimi is required to com-
ply with the Money Laundering Act (AML). 
Verimi Shareholders are: Allianz, Axel Springer, Bundesdruckerei: Allianz, Axel Sprin-
ger, Bundesdruckerei, Core, Daimler, Deutsche Bahn, Deutsche Bank, Deutsche Tele-
kom, Giesecke+Devrient, GMB - an investor group of well-known insurers led by GDV 
DL, Here Technologies, Lufthansa, Samsung and Volkswagen Financial Services. 
 
More information at www.verimi.de  
 
Contact for press inquiries:  
E-Mail: presse@verimi.com  
 
 
About WebID Solutions 
WebID is the pioneer of online identification in compliance with the German Money 
Laundering Law. With its invention of video identification in 2012, the company cre-
ated a completely new market segment. To this day, WebID sets the standard for in-
novative identification methods, as seen last 2020 with the invention of a fully auto-
mated identification via online banking in compliance with the German Money Laun-
dering law. 
With 18 million transactions, WebID is one of the largest providers of online identifica-
tions in Europe. With the headquarters located in Berlin, Hamburg, Solingen and Kiel 
are the other main WebID sites in Germany. Others are located all over the globe. 
The extensive product portfolio includes numerous solutions for legally compliant 
online contract signatures and digital know your customer processes: from the fully 
automated transaction using artificial intelligence to video identification. In the area of 
identity management, WebID is entrusted with more than 8 million digital identities as 
of August 2021. As a digital ecosystem for companies, service providers, institutions 
and consumers, the Global Trust Technology Platform GTTP is provided by WebID 
for worldwide utilization of online identification processes, online fraud protection and 
online contract signatures. 
 
WebIDs customers include Air Plus, Allianz, AMAG, Barclaycard, BAWAG-Group, 
BNP Paribas, Check24, Deutsche Bank, DKB, ING, MMOGA, Postbank, Santander, 
Sparda-Banken, Swisscom, Targobank, Trade Republic, Vodafone and many more. 
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For more information see www.webid-solutions.de. 
 
Contact for press inquiries: 
Melanie Rinollo | Public Relations 
E-Mail: melanie.rinollo@webid-solutions.de  
Mobile: +49 151 42221651 
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